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Graduate 
Recommended for 
2008 - 2006 Birth 

Years

Professional 
Recommended for 
2005+ Birth Years

Apprentice   
Recommended for 
2014 - 2009 Birth 

Years

Technical & Skill Juggling Intelligence

You DO NOT need to be succesful to submit! As long as you attempted the challenge!

Creative

Become a Legend - Week #1 - Apr 27th-May 3rd

Take your current juggling record 
and attempt to reach 75% of that 

total 3 times in a row. 
For example, if your record is 12, 
you will need to get 8 juggles, 3 

times in a row
You can use any part of your body.

Take your current juggling record 
and attempt to reach 50% of that 

total 3 times in a row. 
For example, if your record is 10, 
you will need to get 5 juggles, 3 

times in a row
You can use any part of your body.

Take your current juggling record 
and attempt to reach 25% of that 

total 3 times in a row. 
For example, if your record is 8, you 
will need to get 2 juggles, 3 times in 

a row
You can use any part of your body

Flick Up

Starting with the ball on the 
ground, using only your feet, can 
you flick the ball up in the air to 

catch in your shirt. Can you do it 2 
times in a row?

Foot Stall

Starting with the ball on the 
ground, can you flick the ball up 

and then catch it (stall it) on your 
foot. Can you do it 2 times in a row?

Foot Stall & Juggle
Starting with the ball on the 

ground, can you flick it up and then 
catch it (stall it) on your foot. 
Without the ball touching the 

ground, flick and juggle a few times 
before stalling again. Can you 

complete 2 in a row without the 

Click for link to video

Click for link to video

Click for link to video Click for link to video

Click for link to video

Click for link to video Click for link to videoClick for link to video

Click for link to video Click for link to video

Click for link to videoClick for link to video

Watch the video on the link below.

Pick your favourite Ronaldo goal. 
Think about why it was your 

favourite goal and if you have ever 
seen yourself or a teammate score 

a goal like that.

Use the obstacle course you created 
in the Intelligence Challenge (the 

previous box). Complete your 
course 3 times. Can you beat your 

previous times?

Build your own obstacle course. It 
must include at least 1 jump, at 

least 1 crawl and a ball in anyway 
you like!

Use the video below for ideas (ask 
your parents for permission if 

you're not sure if your allowed)

Think about your 2019 summer 
team. What changes to formations, 

players or positions could have 
been made to make your team even 

more successful? Why would this 
help?

Running
Go for a 5km run. Keep track of 

your time.

Strength & Conditioning
Jump Squat (video below). 

Complete exercise for 30 seconds, 
rest for 15 seconds Repeat x4

Watch the video on the link below.

Pick your favourite Ronaldo goal. 
What did Ronaldo do with his body 
or actions to create the opportunity 

to score?
Attempt to recreate the goal.

Watch the video on the link below.

Pick your favourite Ronaldo goal. 
What did Ronaldo do with his body 
or actions to create the opportunity 
to score? What could the defenders 

have done to prevent him from 
scoring?

Attempt to recreate the goal.

Running
Go for a 5km run. Keep track of 

your time.

Strength & Conditioning
Jump Squat (video below). 

Complete exercise for 30 seconds, 
rest for 15 seconds Repeat x6

Think about and design a formation 
that you think would work for your 
2019 summer team. What positions 

are you going to use? Who plays 
where? Why will it work?

o You have 1 week to complete 1 of each of the 5 challenges. Once completed, put a tick or initial in the boxes in the bottom corner of the challenge, add your name at the top of the page, take 
a picture of the completed form and send the picture to BaL@udfc.ca.

o You can complete whichever level is best suited to challenging you, and you can do different levels for different topics. 
o All submissions will be entered into a random draw done every Sunday! If your name is not drawn, then your entry stays in the draw for the following week. The more weeks you complete, the 

more entries you will have. 
o Submission Deadline for every week is Sunday at 5pm. A new week starts every Monday at 9am. Send your submission to BaL@udfc.ca

o If you need help, all your UDFC coaches are just a email away and would be more than happy to help. If you are unsure of your coach's email or don't have a coach yet, you can email our
Director of Soccer, Adam Miller at dos@udfc.ca and he will help!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C6xPIZdCML8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C6xPIZdCML8
https://youtu.be/oTAMS3i7HX4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=krSBbunxdUg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=krSBbunxdUg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=krSBbunxdUg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2GSF9N15P2o
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0LGJZqKfpXs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lCYBkNht_j8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2GSF9N15P2o
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2GSF9N15P2o
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0LGJZqKfpXs
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